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INTRODUCITON  

 

 This proposal is for all entities, individuals, organizations, faith communities, churches, colleges, universities and city 

governments that are concerned about homelessness issues, and particularly those issues affecting homeless students. If you 

are interested in making a difference in the lives of homeless students please consider partnering with the Jean Kim 

Foundation for the Homeless Education.  

 

       We currently serve the poor and homeless in Snohomish County, Washington, by assisting those who seek our help 

with education. Our goal is to serve the entire State of Washington and your contribution and participation can help make 

that possible. Choose to become involved and see people’s lives changed through education.   

 

Partnering with others and with help from God, all things are possible. 

 

 

ABOUT JEAN KIM 

 Jean Kim, after offering her entire self hilariously for nearly half a century serving the poor/homeless adults and 

founding and co-founding a dozen homeless missions, is now facing the last years of her life by suffering from lung fibrosis.  

She wants to leave this homeless education mission as her last and foremost gift for the lives of her brothers and sisters who 

have no home but go to college in spite of their circumstances. She wants to leave a solid foundation with a strong working 

board, a case manager, volunteer mentors and sufficient funds and funding sources in place to ensure that this mission will 

continue to support motivated homeless adult students. Toward the accomplishment of this goal, she will keep on giving 

her entire self joyfully until her final ounce of energy is spent. Jean is eager to share her own story upon request. 

 Jean invites you to partner with her foundation to assist homeless students through the many possibilities described 

in the following pages. You may also make a regular monthly or annual pledge to support this worthy cause. This 

community support will bring a significant impact in ending homelessness of our adult students by providing them a solid 

foundation with permanent jobs and housing. Their new lives will make whole communities healthier and safer.  

Contributions of any size, or information of funding sources, would be greatly appreciated by Jean and her entire Board 

of Directors.    

 Those who wish to, may make a check payable to Jean Kim Foundation and send it to:   

      PO Box 1835, Lynnwood, WA. 98046. Your contributions will be tax deductible.  

   Our foundation is a 501C (3) non-profit with tax exemption status from local and federal governments. 

 

 Those who are interested in serving in any dimension contact Jean Kim directly at  

 (425) 563-3006 or e-mail to pastorinpurple1935@gmail.com  

 

 More of Rev. Dr. Jean Kim’s writing and resources will be found on her website at     

www.jeankimhome.com 

 

- Rev. Gary Cook, Board member of the Jean Kim’s Foundation for the Homeless Education -  

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.jeankimhome.com/
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Biography of Rev. Dr. Jean Kim 

 

Jean Kim was born in North Korea in 1935 and took refuge in South Korea with her family when 

she was eleven years old.  She immigrated to the United States in 1970 and has spent most of her 

career working on behalf of the homeless. 

 

Jean Kim is a graduate of Han Shin Graduate School of Theology, Korea (BD in 1959), 

Dan Kuk University, Korea (BA in 1960), St. Louis University (MSW in 1977) and San 

Francisco Theological Seminary (D. Min in 2006).  

 

A retired minister and staff member of the Presbyterian Church (USA) for the issue of homelessness, Jean is also 

a Washington State certified social worker and a certified mental health counselor. She has been serving homeless 

people for nearly a half century and is a founder or co-founder of eleven homeless mission programs.   

 

Jean has received 22 Community Service Awards/Appreciation including Woman of Faith Award from the 

Presbyterian Church (USA), Medal of Honor from the Korean government, and Hero of the Homeless from the 

Night watch in Seattle.  

 

She is an organizer, preacher, lecturer, workshop leader and writer on homelessness, domestic violence, women’s 

leadership in the church, and clergy sexual misconduct.  

 

Jean Kim has authored or co-authored the following:  

 

(1)  Jubilee Manual: Jean Kim’s End Homelessness, published in English in 2000 by the Hunger Program of the Presbyterian Church (USA).  

 

(2)  Video: Jean Kim’s End Homelessness published in English in 2000 by the Hunger Program of the PC (USA) 

. 

(3)  Plant the Cross: Reality and Root Causes of Homelessness published in Korean in 2008 by the National Council of Korean Presbyterian 
Church (USA).  

 

(4)  Is Women’s Leadership Acceptable as is Now (co-authored), published in Korean in 2009 by the National Council of Korean Presbyterian 
Churches (USA).  

 

(5)  Is Women’s Leadership Acceptable as is Now (co-authored) published in English in 2012 by the National Council of Korean Presbyterian 
Churches (USA).  

 

(6)  ‘People in Purple’ (Homelessness) an audiovisual book in 12 sessions in Korean published by Vision Distance Learning Academy, 
Korea, 2015.   

 

(7)  ‘People in Purple’ (Homelessness) an audiovisual book in 5 sessions in English published by Vision Distance Learning Academy, 
Korea, 2015.   

 

(8)  Jean Kim’s Autobiography in Korean will be forthcoming in the spring of 2017. 

 
(9)  Jean Kim’s Autobiography in English will be forthcoming in the winter of 2017. 
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My Story: Why I serve the Homeless People? 

 I am a U.S. mission product from Korea. I was introduced to Jesus in 1949 at Ewha Girl’s High School, a mission 

school in Seoul Korea which was founded by American Methodist missionaries. I am one of the millions of lives saved by 

the sacrifice of American soldiers in the Korean War. I cannot take for granted the abundant blessings I have received in 

this country, and it is my honor to repay the assistance I have received here. I serve as a voice of our homeless friends whom 

I love and serve. They speak through my voice and I speak from their pain-stricken broken hearts.  

 In 1935 I was born as the last of three children into a wealthy family in North Korea. I was raised like a little princess: 

eating special food, wearing beautiful clothes and living in three beautiful homes, but emotionally my childhood was 

drowned in my mother’s tears, grief and anguish as an eye witness to my father’s abuse.    

   Our education was very important to our mom because she came from a highly educated family. My maternal 

grandfather was a noble scholar and a teacher in North Korea. During this period in Korea, girls were not allowed to attend 

school. I remember my mother always grieving her lack of education. For this reason alone, she would encourage me to get 

all my education, stand on my feet and never tolerate abuse from a man.  

 One night my father came home after a time away with other women and he checked my brothers’ report cards. When 

he wasn't satisfied with their grades, he beat my mother and blamed her for not monitoring their school work. He dragged 

her by the hair to the kitchen, threatening to burn her in the oven.  We all screamed in horror and tried to stop him from 

burning our mom. It was the cruelest experience of my life. Whenever I recall that incident, I still cry and feel the horror 

and can hardly breathe.   

 From that experience I learned that education was very important. It could have begun a subconsciously ingrained 

belief that if I did well in school, neither I nor my mother would be punished. While I had never recognized this unconscious 

fear, I never missed school, even when I was sick.  

 When we escaped from the Communist regime in North Korea in 1946, we became refugees and aliens in South Korea 

and we were reduced to poverty and homelessness. When I entered the most prominent private junior and senior girl’s high 

school by passing the difficult entrance exam, I, the refugee child, was the poorest one in the whole school. I had only a 

pair of school uniforms, wore torn tennis shoes, and walked two miles to school every day. But nothing discouraged me 

because I had a purpose in life to get a good education and become independent as my mother’s credo emphasized. Despite 

our poverty, hunger, and frequent moving, I studied hard. During the Korean War we moved all over the country to get 

away from the occupying Communist army. Finally, when we escaped to the furthest south end of the country, we were 

homeless -- sleeping in the parking lot of a train station for a period of time, after which we stayed in a shag in someone’s 

yard for three years. At 15, I worked hard to help my mother make ends meet.  

Despite such harsh living conditions, I returned to my school, now in exile and living in tents. I studied hard using a 

wooden apple box as my desk. I remember memorizing English vocabulary even in my sleep. When we finally came back 

home from exile, we lived temporarily at someone’s empty, unheated home. It was winter and so cold that all my fingers 

got frostbite. Despite these disadvantages, I studied hard and did well.  

After high school I got my BA in theology winning the first prize from a theological seminary. I got another BA in 

English Literature from another college in Korea. During nine years of my married life, my husband and I were so poor 

that we moved every year from one rented room to another.   

 When I immigrated to the U.S. in 1970 I found a land in which everything was entirely different: beautiful, 

comfortable and with abundant resources. There was a promise of the American dream for anyone who wanted it. 

However, to my surprise my original pursuit of the American dream gradually faded away because I was afraid that if I 

followed the American dream I would distance myself from Jesus who lived, loved, served and died homeless, leaving his 

legacy for us to follow. I did not want to let go of the image of Jesus which inspired me profoundly ever since my teen 

years, and the pursuit of the American Dream would make me betray Jesus. 

 What is Jesus’ dream? I believe he came to the most lowly place, poor and homeless, and he served and loved the 

poor, sick, abandoned, and homeless by entirely emptying himself. He died the most lonely death of the homeless and 

was raised from the dead by God. For me, following after Jesus’ footsteps is living Jesus’ dream. The American Dream 

would have kept me away from this image of complete love and sacrificial sharing. I see Jesus in my homeless friends. 

 After living in despair as a refugee during the war, I immigrated to the United States. I lost my native country, homes, 

culture, my mother, eldest brother, close friends, and many of my very intimate relatives. In spite of leaving so much behind, 

my husband, I and our two sons were hopeful and happy to build our life anew in the U.S. For the first seven years, we 

were working so hard to survive that we didn’t realize when the flowery spring had come and gone. The seven years had 

gone by like seven weeks. In the eighth year, on April 30, 1978, in St. Louis, MO, my 17 year old son died suddenly and 
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his death hit me so hard that I was broken into thousands of pieces.   

The loss of a child is the most devastating loss of all. My pain pierced my heart. I still feel like a piece of shrapnel got 

stuck in my heart. I woke up weeping, cooked weeping, ate weeping, went to work weeping, went to bed weeping, 

worshipped, sang and prayed weeping. I even experienced child delivery pain for a whole year. I was hallucinating by 

sensing some invisible movement following me all around the house. I was hearing movements and sounds coming from 

the closet in my deceased son’s room. I felt like some men in black suits were hiding behind every door in the house. I felt 

someone’s presence behind me all the time. I was so scared that I had to sit leaning on the wall so that nothing was behind 

me. 

I didn’t want to live anymore. I had had enough pain and anguish in my life. I told God, “This is IT! I can’t take any 

more pain. My life must end here. Take my life. Cancel my existence and blot me out of this world. Let the earth open its 

mouth to swallow me. Don’t love me, forgive me, feel sorry for me, comfort me, or save me. I don’t want to live any longer 

in this world. I am not worthy as a woman, as a mother or even as a human being after burying my dear child in the ground. 

Please kill me, take me away, O God.” Kierkegaard named such a profound despair “sickness unto death”. Yes, I was sick 

unto death!  I was emotionally and spiritually lost, homeless, walking around like a zombie. But even in such despair, I 

went to work and performed my job and daily activities as usual.     

 I kept pushing God away from me with all my strength. The Bible says Jacob wrestled with God one night to be 

blessed, but I wrestled with God for a few years to be condemned to death. In spite of my struggle, God grabbed me tight 

and wouldn’t let me go. God confronted me with a message: “You are denying me because love, compassion, mercy and 

forgiveness are my very essence. If you deny to accept these, you deny my existence.”  

This challenging message awakened me. God’s steadfastness and perseverance won the fight over me. I finally 

surrendered, allowing God to do anything God wanted to do with me because I didn't want the life I had been living. Ever 

since that time God has been dictating my life and I don’t have any response except absolute obedience, for I know that on 

my own I am worthless. God possessed and enslaved me. If God says “go” I go. If God says “do” I do. Therefore, I no 

longer exist for myself. If I live, I live for God. If I die, I die for God.   

 Despite the poverty, war, exile, chronic asthma and bronchitis, and thirteen surgeries -- even today while I am slowly 

dying with pulmonary fibrosis -- I keep on studying and serving those who share the same pain and suffering as mine. This 

is the way I share the grace and love that God poured out on me. Perhaps this will continue until I exhaust my last ounce of 

energy.  

In all of my professional life of serving poor and homeless people, I have carried this belief: “Had they acquired college 

education and job skills, they wouldn’t have to depend on welfare and food stamps.” We are living in a day and age that 

will not allow us to survive if we don’t get an education. 

 As my 80th birthday approached, my son and daughter-in-law wanted to celebrate it in a special way. I had the idea 

to ask friends and relatives to not give me any birthday gifts, but to instead make contributions toward education funds for 

the homeless.  200 gracious friends and relatives came to celebrate the event and gave generous contributions which gave 

birth to the Jean Kim Foundation for the Homeless Education, a 501 C (3) tax exempt, non-profit organization.  

Ever since that time, I encourage and urge my homeless friends to pursue and enhance their education. I acquired a 

Master’s degree in Social Work (MSW) from St. Louis University in 1977 at the age of 42. I took core Masters level courses 

at Fuller Seminary in the 1980s for my ordination at 52 years of age. I went to San Francisco Theological Seminary and got 

my Doctor of Ministry degree in 2006 at the age of 71. I poured out all my experience in serving the poor and homeless in 

the U.S. in my 300 page dissertation which became the basis of my five books. I got a wonderfully thorough education and 

it is my turn to provide educational opportunities for my dear homeless friends.  

 In addition to these stories I have had several visions of God’s calling. In 1988 I was serving in campus ministry at the 

University of Washington and working with homeless and mentally ill people in downtown Seattle. On Easter night, exactly 

one year after my ordination, I had a dream in which I was standing inside the front door of a small one-room church. From 

the midst of an enormous fire, God commanded me to “plant a cross” where I was standing, and he said “it will grow 

through the roof.” One day after having that dream, I was admitted to Stevens Hospital with a high blood pressure and chest 

pain. From my hospital bed I asked God what exactly his message to plant to a cross meant. While I was in a dozing state, 

the whole room turned snow white and the meaning of the dream came clear to me: I must develop a ministry for homeless 

women. I surrendered to God by responding, “Yes, yes, I will do it.” “Planting the cross” meant not the dead wooden cross 

but planting the living cross that represents all who Jesus is; his absolute love, care, compassion, forgiveness, sacrifice, 

emptying, sharing, and hope for the most poor, homeless, and excluded ones. So my mission is planting the cross in the 

souls of my homeless friends and supporters as well. Thanks be to God!   
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Board of Directors of the JK Foundation for the Homeless Education 

 

1. Rev. Dr. Jean Kim, MSW/D. Min. / President of the JK Foundation Board: Minister, Licensed Social Worker and Mental 

Health Counselor 

 

2. Dr. Jules Butler, JD, Atty., practicing in Lynnwood Washington. 

3. Rev. Gary Cook, M. Div. Former Director of the Presbyterian Hunger Program, Presbyterian Church (USA). Retired 

Director of Church Relations for Bread for the World, Washington DC. 

 

4. Ms. Katherine Gihm, BA. Treasurer of the JK Foundation; licensed financial investment representative and a real estate 

broker at Century 21 

 

5. Mr. Ted Haase, M.Ed. MA in Theology and Religion. Student Financial Services Coordinator, Seattle Pacific University. 

Former Director of Financial Aid, Shoreline Community College, Edmonds Community College and Western Washington 

University. 

 

6. Rev. Deuksil Jung, President of the Nest Mission Board, Edmonds, WA. 

7. Rev. Kyung Ho Lee, Pastor of Tacoma First Korean Presbyterian Church; Executive Director of the Nest Mission. 

8. Mr. Larry Nilson, Retired School Teacher. 

9. Ms. Judy Ok. Secretary of the JK Foundation; Retired staff of WA. State Department of Employment Service. 

10. Ms. Sharon Tomiko Santos, WA. State Representative.  

11. Dr. Sheryl Stohs. Ph. D in Environmental Sciences. Staff at the United States Environmental Protection Agency, Region 10, 

in Seattle, WA.; Regional Environmental Justice Grants Coordinator and EJ Community Liaison for Oregon and Idaho. 

  

12. Ms. Shirley Sutton, BA in Law & Justice/ M. ED.  Lynnwood City Council member. Retired School teacher and former 

staff of Edmonds Community College, Edmonds, WA. 
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Mission Statement 
 The Foundation’s goal is to end poverty and homelessness by motivating and advocating for adult homeless 

students to successfully earn degrees, certifications and vocational skills which are the primary tools to lead to full-time 

employment and permanent housing.  We believe that the cycle of homelessness can be ended by education. 

 We have found that lack of education, gaps in employment, lack of affordable housing, and a dearth of vocational skills 

significantly contribute to a person becoming homeless and remaining so indefinitely; therefore, we believe that education 

and vocational skills are the essential instruments which will equip them for gainful employment and housing. Education 

will generate a better earning potential and a better chance for a good life. 1 (See the chart in the Appendix below).  

 To that end, our education mission will be carried out in partnership with poor and homeless adult students themselves, 

as well as with caring citizens, colleges, faith communities/churches, social service programs and funding sources.  

 

How Many Students Experience Homelessness?  

 We have not found reliable statistics on how many homeless students there are in Snohomish County colleges, but it 

is known that there are many homeless students from grade schools to colleges. Numbers will fluctuate because people get 

in and out of homelessness.  

 Over 700,000 people experience homelessness every night in the U.S. 2 and 3.5 million people do over the course of a 

year. 3  More than 100 adult homeless students approached me personally and expressed their desire to pursue college 

education; therefore we can assume that there are even more homeless students in Snohomish County since each community 

college has homeless students enrolled. Most of the students the Foundation serves are between 30 to 50 years old, though 

we do have a few in their 20s and 60s.   

 

Why Are They Homeless? 

 Homelessness often stems from unemployment; underemployment; lack of education; injuries on jobs or accidents; 

poor health; physical, emotional or psychological disabilities; generational poverty; alcohol or drug addiction; eviction; and 

prior incarceration. These challenges often destroy peoples' hope and their motivation to try to improve their lives. The loss 

of hope pushes them into paralyzing despair which creates a vicious cycle; thus they are often trapped in long-term 

unemployment and homelessness.  

 Looking at the root causes of homelessness in the U.S. from a sociopolitical, economic and cultural standpoint, we find 

that our current economic system is chiefly responsible because it creates unprecedented wealth and poverty and an ever-

widening gap between the two. While many Americans benefit from economic prosperity, our economic system has also 

created poverty and given birth to many negative outcomes such as lack of affordable housing, lack of jobs for all people 

who desire to work, low minimum wage, gentrification, inadequate welfare, slashed public assistance, racism, unfair tax 

policies, social/cultural values, lack of long-term treatment services with vocational training and housing for the mentally 

ill or formerly incarcerated people, too large of a gap in income inequality and a lack of political will to end poverty and 

homelessness in the United States.  Most of the above are policy issues. Our poor policies have created a society that throws 

students – grade school to college age – into homelessness (for more details visit www.jeankimhome.com: “Why People 

are Homeless”).  

 

Whom Does The Foundation Serve?  

 We serve highly motivated Washington State residents who are currently or formerly homeless; at risk of  

homelessness; and at or under the federal poverty level. We serve those who are determined to pursue their college education 

despite their many economic, physical and emotional struggles and barriers. A majority of them are on some form of 

government assistance which qualifies them for federal student aid. Many of them are homeless while a few live in low 

income housing. As of November 2016, our foundation works with about half of those 100 men and women who expressed 

their wish to Jean Kim to pursue a college education and/or vocational skill training.  For more details refer to the section: 

NEEDS OF THE FOUNDATION, A. “Why Foundation needs case managers for these students.” 

 

 

                                                           
1 U.S. Bureau of Labor  
2 National Coalition for the Homeless 
3 National Law Center on Homelessness & Poverty 

http://www.jeankimhome.com/
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Participating Colleges and Vocational Skills Training Institutes: 

 We have helped students enroll, or are working to enroll, in the following: 1) Central Washington University (at 

Edmonds Community College); 2) Colorado Technical University (online); 3) Edmonds Community College; 4) Everett 

Community College; 5) Lake. Washington Tech; 6) North Seattle Community College; 7) South Seattle Community 

College; 8) Shoreline Community College; 9) Spokane Falls Community College; (online); 10) Seattle Pacific University; 

11) Apprenticeship; 12) Department of Vocational Rehabilitation; 13) FareStart (Adult Culinary Art); 14) HealthCare; 15) 

I CATH (Innovations in Creating Access to Careers in Health Care); 16) Workforce    

 

Students Seek A Variety Of Course Interests: 

 Students are pursuing the fields of auto repair, criminology, the culinary arts, fashion design, GED, ESL, graphic design, HS 21, health 

care, horticulture, HVAC (Heating, Ventilation, Air conditioning), library science, Licensed Practical Nursing, manufacturing, paralegal, 

medical information technician, psychology, patient care, peer counseling,  registered nursing, welding, social service, social work and many 

more.    

 

Four Levels Of Educational Opportunities We Offer: 

1. We encourage and support adults to enroll in community colleges or four year colleges, including online courses. 

2. Through federally-funded programs such as vocational training in a) Apprenticeship program/Workforce, b) I 

CATCH (health care careers), and c) Adult Culinary Art, we work with those who cannot compete in college-level 

education. 

 

3. We support students who are diagnosed with physical or mental disabilities and/or are on disability benefits 

through DVR, which provides vocational training. 

 

4. We offer individualized literacy program for those unable to manage any of the above.  

 

 

 

The impact of education is not only to generate greater income, but also to develop 

vocational skills necessary to complete that education. The greater income and 

vocational-skill development lead to independent and self-sufficient lives in permanent 

housing.  Moreover, we see with a steady income and stable housing, a reduction in 

income disparity and inequality.  In turn we see fewer broken homes and a general 

reduction in violence, disease, and misdemeanor criminal activity.  

 

 

 

NEEDS of STUDENTS 
 

A. HOMELESS STUDENTS NEED HOUSING 

 The impact of housing on student performance cannot be overstated.  Living without a place to call home is 

stressful, especially for students. They attend classes disheveled, dirty, smelly, and very obviously homeless.  Such a 

condition not only distracts from their schoolwork and that of their peers, it is also embarrassing, degrading, and 

depressing. 

  Homeless students report chronic fatigue due to lack of sleep caused by living on the streets or in the woods and 

being exposed to unbearable temperatures and rain.  As a result, most homeless students are physically ill. The constant 

lack of security for themselves and their possessions leaves them emotionally and mentally fatigued and extremely 

stressed.  With life on the street, pre-existing conditions such as high blood pressure, diabetes, obesity, heart and liver 

problems, substance abuse, colds, and past injuries, as well as many other ailments, can all become much worse. In 

addition to the exacerbation of pre-existing conditions, they pick up new conditions and diseases.  This leaves many 
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homeless people too sick to perform well in school or to obtain and retain employment, but not sick enough to qualify 

for public assistance based on physical disability or mental illness. These challenges cause their academic performance 

to suffer greatly and they become discouraged, and eventually many drop out of school.  I believe it is also quite scary 

to live on the street and that many of the homeless quickly develop a fear of people.    

 

 The following housing accommodations are listed in order of best solutions to those that are the 

least desirable.   

 

1. Permanent Low Income Housing 

 For many homeless people, a supportive housing-first model with services or Section 8 low income housing 

are means to end their homelessness, but there is a long waiting list of up to nine years. Many of our people 

experience barriers such as legal or financial issues and their access to housing is denied. Without housing, many 

homeless people repeatedly move from streets to shelters, emergency rooms, jails or prisons, mental hospitals and 

right back to the streets. It is a revolving door syndrome. Supportive housing has proven to be successful and cost-

effective. In Seattle, one of nine cities surveyed, the cost of supportive housing was estimated at $26 per person 

per day, in contrast with $87.67 for a day in jail, $555 for mental hospitals and $2,184 for hospitals. Combining 

housing with services and support for the homeless is not only more humane, but also costs much less.4   

  Are there apartment owners who would contract with colleges, our Foundation or cities and designate a few  

 units for homeless students? When they are ready to move into housing, homeless students often need assistance  

 with first month's rent and/or deposit which is required by most landlords. Are there any landlords who are willing 

to waive or lower the deposit? Is there anyone, any faith communities, or agencies to help with the first month's 

rent? Our Foundation is willing to offer a case management service for the student tenants. In doing so, we would 

be on our way to making a great impact on ending homelessness for these students which would change their entire 

future and our community as well.  

 

2. Single Room Occupancy (SRO Hotels and Apartments) 

 Single room occupancy (commonly referred to as SRO) is a form of housing in which each room is equipped 

and there is a bathroom, a shower, and small kitchenette within a multiple-tenant building. In some SROs tenants 

may share bathrooms, showers and/or kitchens. Although many SROs are former hotels, they are primarily rented 

as a permanent residence. Single room occupancies are often a form of affordable housing for low-income and 

formerly-homeless individuals.  

 The rents of many disadvantaged tenants may be paid in full or in part by charitable, state and federal 

programs, giving incentive to landlords to accept such tenants.  

 Some SRO buildings are renovated with the benefit of a tax abatement with the condition that the rooms be 

rented to low-income tenants or to specific low-income groups such as homeless people, people with mental 

illness, people with AIDS, and so on. 5 

 One example involved a client who lived in Seattle. There was an old hotel building in which tenants had their 

own rooms with a bed, small dresser, sink, toilet and shower. It was small, yet large enough for one person to 

survive and it was affordable. Tenants are connected to mental health services. Most of them were on welfare.  

 Are there faith communities, churches, colleges, construction companies, building owners or cities that will 

step up to initiate such a project?  Our Foundation is willing to be your partner and offer case management services 

for student tenants.  This could be a doable project. 

 

 

 

                                                           
4 Seattle Post-Intelligencer of November 30, 2004 (B1, B4).  According to Seattle Post-Intelligencer of November 30, 2004 (B1, B4), in Seattle and eight 
other cities (Seattle, San Francisco, Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, Los Angeles, New York, Phoenix and Columbus, OH), supportive housing has proven more 

successful and cost-effective in dealing with the chronically homeless than relying on jails, prisons, treatment centers, emergency shelters and emergency 

rooms, mental hospitals, and hospital –as the chart below shows.  Combining housing with services and supports for the chronically homeless is not only 
more humane, but also costs less.  
5 Single room occupancy From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hotel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Home
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Affordable_housing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Homeless
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tax_abatement
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Homelessness
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mental_illness
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mental_illness
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/People_with_AIDS
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3. Renting Apartments 

 It is a well-known fact that in recent years even median-wage earners are having housing problems due to 

skyrocketing real estate values as well as ever-rising monthly rents, therefore it should be no surprise that housing 

challenges are far greater for the homeless and low-income people. Many poor and homeless students are denied 

access to housing due to their past eviction history, previous debts to apartments, and legal barriers. Some students 

do qualify for Section 8 housing vouchers but there are no vacancies available.  Some community colleges are 

known to have housing programs but with a shortage of rooms and the same restrictions for the applicant, many 

people are turned away. Are there any landlords in the community who are compassionate toward these homeless 

students, willing to forgive their past history and allow them to rent the apartments under the care of the Foundation? 

 

4. Temporary Housing at Community Colleges 

 Some community colleges and universities have a few rooms for homeless students but there is a waiting list. 

Often there are requirements, such as students needing to have finished their first year with above 2.5 GPA and 

rent payments. This means that homeless students cannot apply for this housing until their second year. Our 

students with families were disqualified because this housing is usually for singles only. Some cannot afford the 

rent. Also, their past rental and criminal history may be a barrier.  

 Federal Student Aid (FSA) and community colleges are very supportive of our homeless students; they grant 

students financial help as well as emotional and academic support which became a second chance for these students 

to get up once again from their broken lives. Can community colleges also develop a more flexible housing policy 

that will offer homeless students a second chance? Academic success is very difficult without housing stability. 

  

5. Home Sharing:  

 A few students can share a large house. We can set it up in dormitory style, with bunk beds in each room, 

multiple communal bathrooms, showers and a kitchen. In a five bedroom home, ten students can be accommodated 

in this manner. Usually home owners don’t allow the homeless to use their buildings in this manner. If landlords 

would allow several students to share a home, our Foundation can offer case management service to prevent 

possible problems. Or if the Foundation is allowed to rent one, we can allow our students to share the home and 

we can administer it. The students may not be able to afford the rent. Depending on the area, the rent for a large 

home with 5 bedrooms can be $4,000 per month, including utility bills.  Although residents share some of the cost, 

it will be hard for them to afford it. At this time the Foundation cannot afford to pay the balance. Who can provide 

a house, at minimum cost, that we can fix it up and rent out to students with case management service? Who can 

offer us grants to carry out this mission? 

 

6. Room Sharing:  

 Renting rooms in a resident’s home for a lower fee is an ideal for low income/homeless students. Landlords 

could allow several students to share rooms we can put bunk beds in each room, or have one student to a room. 

Our Foundation can offer case management services to prevent any troubles. Or if the Foundation is allowed to 

rent rooms, we can allow our students to share them and we can administer the program.  Are there any 

homeowners who would allow our students to rent rooms in their homes? 

 

7. Respite Beds for sick students: 
 Students who sleep outside on cold streets or in doorways often become sick. Perhaps churches, faith 

communities, or colleges can open up a “respite room.” Volunteers could look after the students and provide 

nutritious food. The volunteers could also care for the students, and take them to doctors or clinics to be examined 

and treated. If the organization providing the room includes doctors and nurses, they could help as well. In the 

past, the Foundation has placed sick students in motel rooms but the costs mount up and the Foundation’s resources 

are limited. Is there any program or facility in the community willing to offer a space making respite beds available 

for the sick students?  

 They also need orca cards/bus passes, free showers, laptops and rent/deposit assistance. 
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When the above 7 preferable ways to find homes for homeless students 

are not available, the following less desirable solutions are possible. 

 

8. Year-round shelter for students: 

 Sleeping outside year-round can make anyone sick and shorten their life-span; homeless people are reported 

to have an average life span of 48 years. These students would appreciate having cold-weather shelter when the 

temperature goes below 33 degrees, however we would also need a storm shelter as well as a cold weather shelter.  

 All human beings need to have a decent warm bed to rest at night. Period! Consistently sleeping outside can 

be as devastating to people who sleep outdoors as cold temperature or storms. Cities or faith communities/churches 

or college facilities or any other agencies could open one room to make a year-round night shelter for those who 

sleep outside, homeless students in particular. The Foundation can provide supervision by making available 

capable volunteers, possibly including some of these homeless students. There are examples of such self-managed 

shelters in those run by SHARE/WHEEL.6  The Foundation can also provide bedding for those who sleep in 

student shelters. There could be several locations so each facility need accommodate only a small number of 

homeless students; the more facilities the fewer homeless per facility. This would make each location easier to 

manage. Is there any facility willing to accept a few homeless persons in bad weather or year-round? 

 

9. Car-homes:  

 Often homeless people lose everything except their vehicle. Often it is all that they have left. Thus, many 

homeless students sleep in their cars. While cars are not designed for human beings to live in, it can be better than 

sleeping outdoors, especially in cold and rainy winters like those in Washington. At night, when businesses are 

closed, the whole world looks like a huge parking lot. However, these students are not allowed to park in these 

parking spaces. It is often a nightmare for them to find a parking space every night, because those who park on the 

streets and sleep in their cars can be ticketed and fined. This makes finding a parking space and constantly moving 

their cars highly distressing for the homeless students. It is an anxiety provoking, emotionally draining, and 

outrageous crisis. If city, church, or college facilities, or if businesses allow homeless people to park their cars at 

night in their parking lots, that would reduce stress on these students, and allow them to use their energies in their 

studies, not moving their cars. Again, if more facilities offer spaces, the fewer cars will be parked at any one 

location. If support groups come together, we could afford composting toilets at these locations. 

 

10. Tent homes:  

 As a last resort, when nothing else is available, a city, church or college could designate a secluded spot on 

their lots for the homeless to pitch their tents to sleep at night. If such a tent village is possible, the Foundation can 

provide tents, carts, sleeping bags and other supplies. We could provide a manufactured storage bin on the grounds 

of the college, or some other chosen location, for homeless students to store their belongings. Again, to meet the 

hygiene needs community can come together to install composting restroom.  We can train some homeless tent-

residents to control garbage. We can learn from the model of the 4 tent cities in Seattle area which is well organized 

and self-managed.  

 

All of these housing options have challenges, but the greatest obstacle to  

a successful education path for the homeless is the lack of a safe place to live.  

We ask for your prayers and resources to help us secure housing for homeless students. 

 

 
 

                                                           
6 SHARE stands for Seattle Housing and Resource Effort. Address: PO Box 2548, Seattle, WA. 98111. Tel.: (206)-448-7889.  WHEEL stands for 

Women's Housing, Equality & Enhancement League. Address: PO Box 2548 Seattle, WA. 98111.  Tel.: (206)-956-0334    
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B. HOMELESS STUDENTS NEED CELL PHONES 

 Quite often homeless people need to communicate with schools, instructors, counselors, service agencies, doctors, 

or case managers by phone. They get notifications from the FSA, schools, and other service agencies via phone calls, 

e-mails or texts. In this day and age, cell phones are life lines. But even when homeless students have cell phones, they 

are often turned off, or they don’t answer every call because they cannot afford to pay for the minutes. This is how they 

miss out on appointments due to inability to get a message. There are some companies that offer free phones to low 

income/welfare recipients. However, everyone must provide a residential address which homeless people simply don’t 

have.  

 Some faith communities/churches may develop a mission to provide them with cell phones; the average price for 

a phone is $30.00. Groups also can help pay monthly fees ($40.00 - $50.00 per month). 

 

C. HOMELESS STUDENTS NEED STORAGE/LOCKERS. 

 Homeless students who sleep outside often must carry their belongings everywhere they go. These students cannot 

carry them to school or to class, and thus storage becomes an urgent issue.   

 Lockers at the college gym are for while they use the gym, not for overnight use. Bike lockers at Transit Centers 

are for bikes for a short period but not for storing belongings. Public storage is available for rent, but to rent the smallest 

size of public storage costs $65.00 – 85.00 per month. Most homeless students cannot afford this.  

 Some facilities, including colleges, can open one room and designate it as a safe storage location. Or they can 

designate a spot on campus, and the Foundation can provide a facility for students to share the space by placing 

individual storage boxes or shelves so that students can store their belongings. Is there any facility willing to open up 

a small corner for this project?  

  

D. HOMELESS STUDENTS NEED BICYCLES AND PARKING RACKS. 

  Homeless people usually have no income. It is good that community colleges provide bus passes for students, but 

still they must frequently walk long distances. Many homeless students take a bus to school, to keep doctor 

appointments, visit social service agencies, and eat every meal at a different location. But in some areas there is no bus 

line.  If they have bicycles, they can reach anywhere on their bike.  But finding parking space is another hurtle. Unlike 

automobile, it is easier to get used bikes donated.  After getting bikes parking is another big issue. Bikes that are not 

parked at secure places are often stolen. Therefore, parking services for bikes is another much needed service. 

Churches, agencies, colleges and any business offices can install small bike racks or a secured parking device which 

protects bikes from rain and snow although some schools do have them already.   

 

E. HOMELESS STUDENTS NEED HOMELESS COURT 

Many people are condemned to homelessness forever due to legal issues, financial obligations, warrants, eviction 

and a history of incarceration. They often have many unresolved tickets, citations, and misdemeanor charges. 

Consequently, they can neither rent an apartment nor find employment. Though they may enroll in community college 

to complete their high school coursework or continue their post-secondary education, they are still left with no option 

but to live on the streets, surviving the nights as best they can.  While some have income from public assistance or odd 

jobs, that income is inadequate to obtain and maintain housing, let alone pay all fines and LFOs necessary to pass even 

the most basic background checks.  These burdens must be forgiven in order to offer them a second chance.  We have 

resolved to work to establish a Homeless Court.   

There is precedent for such a court.  For many years San Diego County has run a Homeless Court with great 

success. Court sessions are held in the community. Sentences provide alternatives to fines which relieve these homeless 

defendants from the crushing burden of financial obligations they will never be able to pay. These courts provide them 

the ability to resolve their cases without having to pay money they do not have.  Education alone is usually not enough 

to pull a person out of homelessness and back into society. Without forgiveness of their past legal and financial 

obligations and clearing their pending cases, there can be no meaningful second chance.  

Mr. Jules Butler, Atty., a Lynnwood lawyer, serves on the Board of the Foundation and is seeking to form a 

Homeless Court in South Snohomish County. Are there any legal professionals in South Snohomish County interested 
in creating a Homeless Court? Please contact Mr. Butler at (425) 774-1199 or Jean Kim at (425) 563-3006.  
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NEEDS of THE FOUNDATION 

A. THE FOUNDATION NEEDS MENTORS/TUTORS FOR HOMELESS STUDENTS  

A mentor is someone who teaches or gives help and advice to a less-experienced and often younger person: A wise 

and trusted counselor or teacher: An influential senior sponsor or supporter.   

 

Rationale (Why homeless students need mentors/tutors):  

  Most of us had parents who loved and cared for us and acted as our mentors. Unfortunately, many of our homeless 

friends lacked parental support in their early life so that they could grow into mature adulthood. Many of us are fortunate 

to maintain social support systems with our family members, relatives and friends; but many of our homeless friends 

have little social support because they were reared in broken homes or by emotionally-disabled and/or abusive parents 

who were often involved with substance abuse.   

According to medical research by Haefen, et al, 

Social support can come from good relationships with family members, good friendship, professional associates, and 

members of the church congregation, neighbors, people who belong to the same bowling league or bridge club, the presence 

of people we know we can lean on. These are the people one associate and to whom one could turn in time of need: Social 

support enhances health and well-being. The enhancement may result from an overall positive feeling and a sense of self-

esteem, stability, and control over one's environment. Social support acts as a buffer against stress by protecting a person 

from the diseases that stress often causes. Strong social network and healthy social ties gradually lead to a greater, more 

generalized sense of control. A sense of control improves and protects health, whereas a feeling of little control can have 

serious health consequences. Social support plays an important part in our good health. Social support not only reduced 

mortality, but was a key in protecting health as well - individual's health and longevity.  Research reports that strong social 

support can be shown to reduce complications in pregnancy, aid in recovery from surgery, reduce the need for medications 

in some chronic illness, combat the symptoms of stress, protect against a variety of emotional and psychological problems. 

The mandate to 'Love your neighbor as you love yourself'' is not just a moral mandate. It's a physiological mandate. Caring 

is biological. One thing you get from caring for others is you’re not lonely. Positive personal relationship with others is our 

safety-network. 7  

 

 The first reason why our homeless students need mentors and tutors is the fact that getting into community 

colleges is a tremendous challenge. Keeping up with their studies is an even bigger challenge. It is a struggle for them 

to go to school in their brutal homeless life. They have to fight with health and financial issues; with unfriendly 

police/ laws/ordinances that show little mercy to the homeless; with many traffic tickets and citations for public 

drinking, loitering and smoking; with all the stumbling blocks from their past incarceration histories and debts; with 

shelter/social service systems including low-income housing systems; they have to fight for sleeping and parking 

spots every night; for restrooms and showers; they have to fight with bad weather; with robbery, violence and assault 

in their street life, among other things.  

  Other reasons why our homeless students need mentors and tutors is to help them fight through their own habits 

of a chaotic and careless lifestyle. They have to fight with their forgetfulness, excuses, irresponsibility, physical or 

emotional disabilities, addictions and bad habits. They have to be able to keep appointments, be responsible and attend 

classes regularly, and finish school tasks on time. They have to fight for food, money, love, recognition and pride. They 

have to fight with despair, discouragement, and hopelessness. They have to fight with temptation to abuse substances 

or drop out of school. For all these reasons their everyday life is a struggle and a fight. Some homeless people are 

exceptionally honest, reliable, and responsible; but for many these things are challenges they must overcome. 

 Their strong desire to enhance their education can easily be diminished by these many obstacles and barriers. It is 

obvious that our homeless students need extra support and encouragement. They are in great need of social support. 

Some of them who face academic difficulties with English, math and computers need tutorial help. Tutors may function 

as mentors as well and they can become social support systems for our lonely, needy students. For theses reasons we 

constantly seek out those who are willing to be mentors for our students.  

 

                                                           
7  Hafen, B.Q., Karren, K.J., Frandsen, K.J., & Smith, N.L. Mind/Body Health (Boston: A Simon & Schuster Co., 1996), 263-268. 
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B. THE FOUNDATION NEEDS a SOCIAL WORK CASE MANAGER 

 The needs of our adult homeless student population are severe and many. Without helping meet their needs 

it is not possible for them to attain their educational goals and they would likely drop out of school. For these 

students to achieve their goals, we must offer them the assistance of social work case management, thus we need 

to hire a social work case manager. What is the function of the social work case manager? 

The social work case manager shall engage clients— and, when appropriate, other members of client systems—in an 

ongoing information-gathering and decision-making process to help clients identify their goals, strengths, and challenges. 

2) The social work case manager shall collaborate with clients to plan, implement, monitor, and amend individualized 

services that promote clients’ strengths, advance clients’ well-being, and help clients achieve their goals. 3) The social 

work case manager shall advocate for the rights, decisions, strengths, and needs of clients and shall promote clients’ 

access to resources, supports, and services. 4) The social work case manager shall promote collaboration among 

colleagues and organizations to enhance service delivery and facilitate client goal attainment. 8 (For detail, refer to 

Appendix: Social Work Case Management).  

 Our foundation first seeks to enroll our students in community college courses when they express their interest in 

advancing their education.  We work within the community college system because it offers a very supportive approach 

to students seeking to resume their education or looking to acquire skills in a trade; both of which are key to attaining 

gainful employment. Students receiving public assistance in any form qualify for federal student aid for tuition and 

other school expenses.     

 As explained above, the emotional as well as physical needs of our homeless students are great. Case managers 

are volunteer professionals like Jean Kim or paid staff who have an academic background as well as work experience 

in offering case management services for needy people.  

 When economically underprivileged and/or homeless individuals approach us and express their desire to enhance 

their education by enrolling in college, case managers shall do the following: 

1. Case managers must encourage and guide them to choose their field of study and desired school. They will then 

 help them enroll online. 

2. Case managers must guide them to apply for Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) and local BFET 

(Basic Food Employment & Training) grants online. Approval takes time, so we encourage them to sign up as early 

as possible. When students apply online, the case manager must advise them to write down their user name, user ID, 

e-mail address and password for their own future use and reference. Many students get into trouble because they 

forget their user ID and password. In order to prevent misuse of IDs, FSA will not allow students who forget their 

user names and passwords to start over. For success with the college and financial aid application process, students 

need to be able to check their e-mail with a computer. It is more difficult to do on a cell phone. We often notice that 

many students who do not know what to do just sit and wait as if all things will fall automatically into a place, but 

that doesn't happen. Students have to keep following up on the progress of Federal Student Aid and school 

admissions, etc. 

 

3. Case managers must guide them to attend the new student orientation either on campus or online as instructed. 

4. Case managers must guide them to pay close attention in the orientation lest they miss out on the meeting date with  

their supervisors.  

 

5. Case managers must guide them to obtain written admission papers, student ID, bus passes, books etc. 

6. Case managers must guide them to follow up with FAFSA to confirm that their financial assistance is being  

approved. 

7. Case managers must offer ongoing follow-up on the above items after the individuals start school.   

8. Case managers must offer appropriate assistance or advocacy. 

9. Case managers must offer crisis intervention when needed. 

10. Case managers must monitor students' work with tutors and if the colleges' tutors are unsatisfactory they must get 

new tutors from the community. The case manager must monitor the quality of their relationship and ensure the 

students are making progress. 

                                                           
8 2013 National Association of Social Workers 

http://www.parenthelp123.org/file/327/BFET-Presentation.pdf
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11. When case managers themselves are not able to offer help, they must consult with appropriate campus resources.  

12. Case managers must do outreach to support our current students and solicit future students at currently available 

visiting sites: 

Mondays: All day meal program at the Bethesda Lutheran Church, Mt. Lake Terrace, WA. 

Tuesday: Dinner program at the old fitness building on the Scriber Rd. in Lynnwood. Not active yet. 

Wednesdays: Dinner program at the Edmonds Lutheran Church. Edmonds, WA. 

Thursdays: Nest Mission’s Bible study held at Lynnwood Subways, Lynnwood, WA. 

Fridays: Nest Mission’s worship and dinner at Maplewood Presbyterian Church, Edmonds, WA. 

Saturdays: Breakfast Program by Neighbor in Need Project held at Trinity Lutheran Church, Lynnwood, WA. 

Occasional outreach at different community colleges, libraries, coffee shops, restaurants, residences (such as the 

streets or motels) and hospitals might become necessary.  

 

13. Case managers must solicit tutors and mentors for students. 

14. Case managers must do office work. They must be computer literate unless there is a secured volunteer or paid 

office secretary. 

 

15. Case managers must prepare, organize, design and send out quarterly newsletters. 

16. Case managers must write grants. 

17. Case managers must help with website design and management unless a volunteer is secured to do the job. 

 

18. If students quit school or fail to pass a course, they must discuss their situation with their instructors or the college 

finance advisor, otherwise their study will be in jeopardy and they become debtors to the Federal Government or 

to the college. When they consult with authorities they are usually able to find solutions.  

 

19. Once students finish their college education and obtain their degree or certificate, the Foundation case manager 

must help them find and maintain employment and housing. We will work in partnership with Workforce, DVR, 

BFET (Basic Food Employment & Training), community colleges, and any other community employment agency. 

The whole purpose of doing the above case management and mentoring is to help students succeed in their 

studies and finally secure gainful employment and permanent housing (end homelessness for good). To 

achieve this goal we walk alongside our students, providing support and advocacy for them throughout their 

educational journey. By doing so we contribute to ending homelessness of our students by helping them move 

toward a self-sufficient life. In this whole process the case manager plays a very significant role as a social support 

system. The case manager is the advisor, parent and mentor figure for our needy students. Are there any 

experienced active or retired social workers/mental health counselors/nurses/teachers who have some experience 

with the homeless population who can help us? Are there any experienced individuals who can bring in their own 

salary by grant writing? 

  

C. THE FOUNDATION NEEDS A PROGRAM SITE 

 Since the birth of the foundation, volunteers have been working out of their home offices mostly doing outreach 

to homeless students in the community. We have been meeting students individually in coffee shops, restaurants, parks, 

hamburger shops, libraries and outreach sites. We need a place where students can meet with mentors and tutors, get 

counseling, and apply for FSA online. This would be a place which could be used to provide classes such as computers, 

literacy, ethics, and life-skill programs. Meeting in a public library is not constructive for students and tutors because 

they have to whisper and meeting in public places such as coffee shops and restaurants does not protect their privacy. 

For all these reasons, we need a space to carry out our mission. We seek any organizations or faith communities that 

are willing to share a space with the Foundation. We prefer the Lynnwood area where many of our homeless students 

hang out and where bus lines are available.  

 
 
 
 
 

http://www.parenthelp123.org/file/327/BFET-Presentation.pdf
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D. THE FOUNDATION NEEDS A PARTNERSHIP 

Introduction:  

 No one or no agency can stand alone in this world. We all must stand together and lean on each other. Marital life 

is a partnership. The parent-child relationship is a partnership. Members and church relationships are a partnership. 

Relationship between God and humans is a partnership. The relationship between government and its people is a 

partnership. The relationship between an employer and an employee is a partnership. There is almost nothing that is 

not a partnership. Even if we are thrown into no-man’s land, we must partner with nature. Martin Luther said, “The 

wealth we own is not for us but to share with the poor. The knowledge we own is not for us but to share with the 

ignorant. The health we own is not for us but to share with the sick”.  

 Our success in helping students achieve education/job training/vocational-skills and helping them obtain and 

maintain gainful employment and permanent housing can be achieved only in our partnership with motivated adult 

students, their schools, community social/mental health/housing services, work source, faith communities/churches, 

and grant sources. In turn, we will see fewer broken homes, less violence, fewer crimes, less disease, and a better 

society for all. 

 Therefore, even what we own or are blessed with must be used in partnership with individuals in need.  Many 

people give up because the job looks too big, or what we have is too little, and it is too hard for one person to do alone. 

What we cannot do alone, we can accomplish in partnership. A Korean proverb says, “Even a piece of paper will 

become lighter if we lift it up together.”  

 Our Foundation seeks to build partnerships with local community services to serve students better. Such 

partnerships would include: 

1.  Partner with poor and homeless students themselves. This is the most important partnership. They must help 

this Foundation to help them. Once they express their desire to pursue their education, we need their cooperation, 

follow-through, and hard work with us to make our effort successful. We can succeed only when we work closely 

together! 

 

2. Partner with colleges to advocate for student’s academic success and to obtain employment immediately upon 

completion of their education. 

 

3. Partner with job training programs such as a) Apprenticeship program/Workforce, b) I CATCH (Health Care 

career), c) Adult Culinary Art, d) DVR  and many others. 

 
4. Partner with housing navigators to solve barriers to housing and make the transition from homelessness to 

housing possible and smooth.  

 

5. Partner with Homeless Court (when it is fully established) to serve those who are released from jails and prisons 

and to free homeless students from barriers to housing created by unresolved legal problems. 

 

6. Partner with housing providers to end students’ homelessness. 

 

7. Partner with faith communities/churches to sponsor one or two student(s) each. It is a similar idea that in the 

past many U.S. churches adopted refugee families. Each host church can offer a room for the adopted student(s). 

They may play the role of mentors/sponsors/support systems which will include personal contact, prayer for the 

students, and supplies such as sleeping bags, tents, rain coats, shoes, etc. The sponsor can invite them for special 

occasions such as birthdays, Thanksgiving and Christmas. They can offer a ride occasionally for special events for 

those who have health problems and can’t walk great distances. 

 

8. We also seek those who want to serve on our 15 member-Board of Directors. We have quarterly board 

meetings via conference calls. Anyone can attend board meetings from their living room. In between the meetings 

we communicate via e-mail when needs come up. Is there anyone willing to respond “Here I am to serve on the 

Foundation Board and/or be a partner?”  We prefer those who understand the homeless population and have 

experience in serving them. 
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E. THE FOUNDATION NEEDS FINANCIAL SUPPORT 
 The Foundation has been managing financially thus far with the seed money Jean Kim received for her 80 th 

birthday and support we continue to receive from her personal friends and supporters. Currently the extent of the 

Foundation’s financial assistance to students is limited to: 

 

 Cover any portion of tuition and school expenses which are not covered by Federal Student Aid or BFET  

(Basic Food Employment Training) or campus financial assistance 

 

 Offer financial assistance for urgent cases to provide students with books, bus passes, registration fees,  

licensing fees, etc. 

 

 Provide most-needed items such as food, clothes, sleeping bags, tents, backpacks, duffle bags, school  

supplies and other necessities which are not covered by other funds 

 

 Help with rent (and motel stays), car repairs, tabs, or gas. 

 
 There have been recent changes with the Foundation. Jean Kim, as a volunteer minister/licensed social worker and 

mental health counselor, has been devoting her entire time to provide full case management service for the Foundation. She 

has been using her home office to carry out her work; therefore, the Foundation didn’t need extra funds for staff salary and 

office rent. Now, however, due to the growth of the mission of the Foundation and Jean Kim’s health issues as described 

in page 2, the Foundation needs to solicit more volunteers and/or hire a case manager. The Foundation can no longer operate 

the way it has been and it faces the need of greater funds, including individual contributions and grants. The Foundation 

needs a financial partner as well.  

Now that you have read about the mission of the Foundation and have noted the long list of needs, 

please share our cause with your friends, family, faith communities and churches and invite them 

to join us in making a difference in people’s lives and in our community.   

WE NEED YOU ALL! 

 

 

 

 

 

APPENDIX 

The History of the Homeless Education Foundation 

 The Jean Kim Foundation was organized by the Rev. Dr. Jean Kim and her friends, July 2015, as a non-profit 501C 

(3) charitable organization in order to continue the legacy of Jean Kim’s life-long service for the poor and homeless in 

the United States. The monetary gifts she received for her 80th birthday became the seed money for the Foundation.  

 Jean Kim has discovered that many of the homeless people she serves are illiterate and/or high school or college 

drop outs. Some have a history of incarceration. They fall easily into unemployment or low-wage jobs that often lead to 

homelessness. The Board of the Jean Kim Foundation passionately feels they must help the poor and the homeless to get 

all levels of education and job-skill training. The following studies support her experience and the Board’s concerns:   
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The Link between Illiteracy, Poverty and Homelessness 

 According to a study conducted by the U.S. Department of Education and the National Institute of Literacy, 32 

million adults in the U.S. can't read. 19% of high school graduates can't read. According to the Department of Justice, 

"The link between academic failure and delinquency, violence, and crime is welded to reading failure." 9  

 More than 60% of all prison inmates are functionally illiterate. 90% of high school dropouts are on welfare. Low 

literacy directly costs the healthcare industry over $70 million every year. 10   

 It is shown that struggling readers from low-income families are 13 times less likely to complete high school than 

their peers who can read proficiently. Failing to complete high school can put a damper on ambitious career plans and 

makes it that much harder to break out of poverty.  

 50% of homeless adults have incomes of less than $300 per month. A lack of educational opportunities limits 

access to living-wage jobs. The lack of a high school diploma is associated with homelessness for individuals and 

families. Poverty, illiteracy and a lack of education are all closely linked to homelessness (Seattle-King County 

Committee to End Homelessness). 

 

Notes from Richard Wilkinson & Kate Pickett: 

 In their book, The Spirit Level; Why Greater Equality Makes Societies Stronger they ask the following questions: “It 

is a remarkable paradox that, at the pinnacle of human material and technical achievement, we find ourselves anxiety-ridden, 

prone to depression, worried about how others see us, unsure of our friendships, driven to consume and with little or no 

community life. Lacking the relaxed social contact and emotional satisfaction we all need, we seek comfort in over-eating, 

obsessive shopping and spending, or become prey to excessive alcohol, psychoactive medicines and illegal drugs. How is 

that we have created so much mental and emotional suffering despite levels of wealth and comfort unprecedented in 

human history?” 
11

 

 The common problems in unequal societies are related to level of trust, mental illness including drug and alcohol, life 

expectancy and infant mortality, obesity, children’s educational performance, teenage birth, homicide, imprisonment rates, 

social mobility. There is a very strong tendency for ill-health and social problems to occur less frequently in the more equal 

countries. 
12

  Education and job skills are the essential tools that can lead poor and homeless students to stable 

employment.  The greater a person’s level of education, the greater is his or her earning capacity. 13 

 

 

 

                                                           
9 Begin To Read.com. Owned and managed by Write Express Corporation (Online source) 
10 Do Something.org. 19 West 21st St, 8th Floor. New York, NY 10010 (Online source) 
11 Richard Wilkinson & Kate Pickett. The Spirit Level: Why Greater Equality Makes Societies Stronger (NY: Bloomsbury Press, 2010), 3. 
12 Ibid. 19. 
13 Note: These education categories reflect only the highest level of education attained. They do not take into account completion of training programs in 

the form of apprenticeships and other on-the-job training, which may also influence earnings and unemployment rates.   See 
http://www.bls.gov/emp/ep_education_training_system.htm.  Last Modified Date: March 15, 2016 

http://www.statisticbrain.com/number-of-american-adults-who-cant-read/
http://www.begintoread.com/research/literacystatistics.html
http://www.bls.gov/emp/ep_education_training_system.htm
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Standards for Social Work Case Management 14 

Standard 1. Ethics and Values:  
The social work case manager shall adhere to and promote the ethics and values of the social work profession, using the 

NASW Code of Ethics as a guide to ethical decision making in case management practice. 

 

Standard 2. Qualifications: The social work case manager shall possess a baccalaureate or advanced degree in social 

work from a school or program accredited by the Council on Social Work Education; shall comply with the licensing and 

certification requirements of the state(s) or jurisdiction(s) in which she or he practices; and shall possess the skills and 

professional experience necessary to practice social work case management. 

 

Standard 3. Knowledge: The social work case manager shall acquire and maintain knowledge of current theory, 

evidence informed practice, sociohistorical context, policy, research, and evaluation methods relevant to case 

management and the population served, and shall use such information to ensure the quality of case management practice. 

 

Standard 4. Cultural and Linguistic Competence: The social work case manager shall provide and facilitate access to 

culturally and linguistically appropriate services, consistent with the NASW Indicators for the Achievement of the NASW 

Standards for Cultural Competence in Social Work Practice. 

 

Standard 5. Assessment: The social work case manager shall engage clients— and, when appropriate, other members of 

client systems—in an ongoing information-gathering and decision-making process to help clients identify their goals, 

strengths, and challenges. 

 

Standard 6. Service Planning, Implementation, and Monitoring: The social work case manager shall collaborate with 

clients to plan, implement, monitor, and amend individualized services that promote clients’ strengths, advance clients’ 

well-being, and help clients achieve their goals. Case management service plans shall be based on meaningful 

assessments and shall have specific, attainable, measurable objectives. 

 

Standard 7. Advocacy and Leadership: The social work case manager shall advocate for the rights, decisions, strengths, 

and needs of clients and shall promote clients’ access to resources, supports, and services. 

 

Standard 8. Interdisciplinary and Interorganizational Collaboration: The social work case manager shall promote 

collaboration among colleagues and organizations to enhance service delivery and facilitate client goal attainment.  

 

Standard 9. Practice Evaluation and Improvement: The social work case manager shall participate in ongoing, formal 

evaluation of her or his practice to advance client well-being, assess the appropriateness and effectiveness of services and 

supports, ensure competence, and improve practice. 

 

 

                                                           
14 2013 National Association of Social Workers. 


